
Paradox V3

The long awaited and much anticipated paradox V3 will soon be available!

The rowdy 29er hardtail that redefined playful and aggressive hardtails returns after a few seasons away, with a totally 

new design, cutting edge geometry, and more compliant ride.

Concept color shown



New proprietary banshee 

custom designed 

hydroformed 7005 

aluminum tubeset, 

optimally butted for 

added strength and 

reduced weight

Smooth integrated top 

tube seattube brace.

Paradox V2 vs V3 Improvements



3 Point location shock-block vibration damping for superior ride compliance.

Paradox V2 vs V3 Improvements



Paradox V2 vs V3 Improvements

Redesigned forged chainstay yoke with lateral cut through to maximize lateral frame stiffness while allowing 

optimized vertical compliance.



All new forged seatstay 

yoke with second point 

shock-block feature.

Paradox V2 vs V3 Improvements



148x12mm boost dropout system. Axle, retainer bolt and spare hanger included with frame 

Attack angle compliance built into the forged dropout design to smooth out square edge hits.

Paradox V2 vs V3 Improvements



Internal cable routing through chainstay and stealth dropper post routing

Designed for use with boost 52mm chainline.

Paradox V2 vs V3 Improvements



Low profile and clean external cable routing using shark fin guides, giving riders what they have asked for.

Paradox V2 vs V3 Improvements



Increased tire clearance for 29 and 27+ tires: Max tire size 29x2.6" or 27.5x2.8" 

Splined BB to accept ISCG2005

Clear downtube frame protection.

Note: Prototype shown -

cable tie will not be at 

this location and will not 

interfere with tire 

clearance

Paradox V2 vs V3 Improvements



New long and low geometry based around a 140mm fork

Internal dropper post compatibility with ample seattube length despite low standover

Forged tapered 44/56 headtube. 

Paradox V2 vs V3 Improvements



Paradox V3 What doesn’t change

Internally ribbed chainstay
and seatstay for lateral 
stiffness

73mm BB threaded BB shell

Water bottle mounts on top of 
downtube



Paradox V3 represents new era in manufacturing 
technology, and quality

 New best in industry, 3D laser miter 
production system whereby fitment of tubes is 
much closer and follows 3D CAD model 
almost identically. Provides a much stronger 
junction for welding joints

 All non-tubeset parts are near-net forged 
aluminum which include headtube, 
chainstay, seatstay and dropouts, give higher 
strength to weight ration than CNC machined

 New robot spot welding for precise tube 
location and alignment

 Final hand welding by the 2 best welders, 
for superior quality and consistency

 New robot painting with brand new paint 
line, environmentally controlled for, humidity, 
temperature and contaminants

 Production, final assembly and QC 
overseen by one of the owners of Banshee 
Bikes

 All fatigue and overload tested inhouse and 
certified by outside engineering.



Our Take

Having spent many years riding the paradox all the way back to the very first V1 prototypes I can feel all its small 
nuances and have seen the changes its taken over its 10 years; albeit very slight. The V3 is a wholesale complete 
change and the modifications bring an immediate smile and fun factor that I didn’t realize was even possible. 

With a 140mm fork in mind the angles are slacker and it just adds to its comfort and playfulness. The first words 
after getting down our local trail with multiple small drops/jumps was it felt like an oversized dirtjump bike in the air 
and then going back up felt as a trail bike should. The cockpit was comfortable, and the low standover made 
throwing the wagon-wheels around easy…. A 29r shouldn’t feel this flickable.

The new geometry and features of the v3 are a vast improvement over the former and looking at its 
contemporaries in the market i can’t find a sexier, sleeker or more aggressive looking hardtail. I know a few will be 
looking at what we’ve done and again heading back to their respective drawing boards, taking inspiration, and 
cues from this platform.

We didn’t want to offer alternate setups for single speed, belt drive or different dropout options, like some others. 
It was designed with intention to offer only boost in a geared option as 99% of customers will build this bike.

With almost a decade of reviews, comments and suggestions we had a lot of direct customer feedback to go 
on to make many improvements and really make the paradox something special again. The V3 is the result of that 
and I can’t wait to start see a new round of reviews and comments and see the excitement and joy of older and 
newer paradox riders throwing a leg over the new V3 version.



Geometry


